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Via Consiglio dei Sessanta, 99
47891 Dogana
Republic of San Marino
TEL: +378 (0549) 882929 | FAX: +378 (0549) 882928

CAR 145 Approval Certificate
Certificate No. SM/AMO/023 Issue 01

This approval certificate is issued to

AMAC AEROSPACE TURKEY HAVAARACI BAKIM ONARIM VE MODIFIKASYON HIZMETLERİ
Milas Bodrum Airport
Milas Bodrum Havalimani A-Kapısı Ekinambari
48670 Milas Muğla
Turkey

This organization is hereby approved in accordance with San Marino Civil Aviation Authority (SM CAA) Civil Aviation Regulation 145 to perform maintenance and issue Certificates of Release to Service for the following aircraft types on the SM CAA registry of aircraft:-

As detailed on the Turkey DGCA Directorate General of Civil Aviation Air Agency Certificate No. TR.145.083 Approval and within the scope of work as detailed on the Turkey Directorate General of Civil Aviation Operations Specifications

CONDITIONS

The approval and privileges are contingent upon:

2. Continued compliance with the organisation's associated approved Repair Station Manual - as amended.
3. Continued compliance with the SM CAA CAR 145 Repair Station Manual Supplement.

This certificate shall continue in effect unless cancelled, suspended, revoked or expired.

Date of Issue: 19/11/2018

Date of Expiry: 18/11/2020

Directors General:
Eng. Marco Conti
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